HOT SITE ALERT: netlingo.com

WON THE WEBSITE OF THE MONTH AWARD

September 6, 2010

This months WEBSITE OF THE MONTH AWARD goes to: netlingo.com
QUALITY -> 4 stars
FUN FACTOR -> 5 stars
CONTEND -> 4 stars
AWSOMENESS -> 6 stars
TOTAL SCORE -> 5 stars

These guys are great and I just love their terrific site! The sites Theme is: NetLingo has thousands of definitions that explain the online world of business, technology, and communication, plus the largest list of text and chat acronyms ;-) Very interesting information! Our review team had fun checking this site out. It was very informative, easy to browse categories, the design rocks and so much fun overall. NetLingo.com is a "MUST VISIT".

http://www.best-webmaster-tools.info/partner/netlingo.com/